Kinematics of the thoracic T10-T11 motion segment: locus of instantaneous axes of rotation in flexion and extension.
The purpose of this study was to determine the locations and loci of instantaneous axes of rotation (IARs) of the T10-T11 motion segment in flexion and extension. An anatomically accurate three-dimensional model of thoracic T10-T11 functional spinal unit (FSU) was developed and validated against published experimental data under flexion, extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation loading configurations. The validated model was exercised under six load configurations that produced motions only in the sagittal plane to characterize the loci of IARs for flexion and extension. The IARs for both flexion and extension under these six load types were directly below the geometric center of the moving vertebra, and all the loci of IARs were tracked superoanteriorly for flexion and inferoposteriorly for extension with rotation. These findings may offer an insight to better understanding of the kinematics of the human thoracic spine and provide clinically relevant information for the evaluation of spinal stability and implant device functionality.